Brussels Square
Skill Level: Intermediate
Supplies:

Pink size 30 thread
2 shuttles – continuous thread will work

Symbols used:
SR = Split Ring
Ch = Chain
S1 = Shuttle 1
S2 = Shuttle 2
Pattern:

a dash = picot
+ = connecting picot
RW = reverse work
lj = lock join

This pattern requires the basic knowledge of split rings and chains

Note:
Make all connecting picots small. The picots on the chains should be a bit bigger. They will be
used to connect the squares together, but do not connect them yourself. The goal is to have the finished project
3 cm by 3 cm for a project at the World Lace Project in Brussels later in 2018.
SR
SR
SR

S1 -5-5 S2 5-5 close
S1 5-5
S2 5-5 close
S1 5-5-5 S2 5 close RW

SR
SR
SR

S2 5
S1 5-5-5 close
S2 5+ (to S2 picot of second split ring) 5
S2 5+ (to S2 picot of first split ring) 5-5

S1 5-5 close
S1 5 close RW

SR
SR
SR

S1 5
S2 5-5-5 close
S1 5+ (to S2 picot of second ring prev row) 5
S1 5+ (to S2 picot of third ring prev row) 5

S2 5-5 close
S2 5-5 close

Ch 5-5 (this should be a corner), lj to closest picot on next side
Ch 10, lj to closest picot
Ch 10, lj to closest picot
Ch 5-5 (this should be the next corner), lj to closest picot on next side
Repeat chains until you have gone around your square. Tie off.
The picture on the left is to show you the action of the two shuttles, starting in the lower left corner. S1 is the
dark color and S2 is the light color. The picture on the right should be your finished piece in one color.
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